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PERSPECTIVE ARTICLE 

INTRODUCTION
thics Guidance for the Implementation of the End TB Strategy
was published by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 

2017. Ethical commentary typically emphasises essential topics for 
attention, but contextualization in a variety of local circumstances 

necessitates continual work. It is also vital to explore ethical 
emphases or issues of particular importance as part of involvement 
with questions of working toward TB elimination in the Asia-Pacific 
Region. The goal of this study is to highlight critical ethical 
considerations for the Asia-Pacific Region's TB elimination ambition. 

Infection with latent tuberculosis 
Expansion of Latent Tuberculosis Infection (LTBI) therapy will be a 
significant component of increased programmatic interventions 
targeted at reducing TB incidence throughout Asia-Pacific. As a 
result, because all interventions have the potential to cause damage or 
benefit to participants, careful selection of individuals and groups for 
testing and treatment is essential. We've already discussed the ethical 
imperative of selecting persons who are at a high enough risk of 
developing tuberculosis in the future to be included in such 
programmes  [1]. However, there are also special ethical challenges in 
the Asia-Pacific Region in terms of ensuring that possible damages 
linked with these projects are minimised. 
We would want to call attention to two issues that this region faces: 
The first is to choose treatment regimens with a reduced risk of severe 
side effects, and the second is to consider population risk factors that 
result in a higher risk of severe side effects than in other situations. 

In terms of treatment regimen, isoniazid monotherapy remains the 
most common treatment for LTBI in the Asia-Pacific region. Despite 
the availability of robust randomised controlled trial evidence and 
programmatic experience elsewhere to support the use of various 
types of rifamycin-based short course therapy, such regimens have not 
been widely embraced in the region to yet. Although a variety of 
factors are expected to influence programmatic approaches in this 
field, the greater unit cost of rifamycins and the absence of regulatory 
authorisation in some countries are also obstacles to widespread use. 
The use of directly observed therapy, notably in studies of weekly 
rifapentine and isoniazid, is another restriction of several short-course 
regimens (3HP), employing self-administered therapy and imply equal 
adherence and completion in at least some contexts. The case for 
directly monitored therapy of active tuberculosis is mostly predicated 
on preventing drug resistance from developing during treatment due 
to nonadherence. Because there is no evidence that treating latent 
tuberculosis selects for drug-resistant organisms, there is no 
compelling public health reason to supervise preventive treatment. 
However, outside of academic settings, such testing has not been 
pushed or accepted. This is especially difficult because TB 
programmes have a responsibility to treat patients as safely and 
effectively as possible [2,3]. We believe that finding means to raise 
knowledge of acetylator status in clinically important timeframes 
should be a top priority in this region, especially if isoniazid is to be 
used as the major treatment for LTBI. Many nations in the Asia-
Pacific region have prioritised LTBI therapy for those who are most at 
risk of advancement, such as children under the age of five and HIV-
positive people who are smear-positive TB contacts. While this is 
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clearly acceptable, we would like to point out that a much larger 
population of people is at substantial risk of TB illness and poor 
outcomes, and they should be included in efforts to diagnose and 
treat LTBI as well. This includes teenagers, who are increasingly 
regarded as important in terms of TB impact and transmission, as 
well as MDR TB contacts. Despite the fact that there is still debate 
over the best measures for minimising risk following MDR TB 
exposure, such contacts are at a high risk of contracting the disease. 
To prioritise their well-being, the finest available data should be used. 
While much of the focus on LTBI identification and treatment is in 
low-incidence settings [4,5] LTBI therapy in high-incidence countries 
can have a substantial impact on afflicted individuals and should not 
be overlooked when determining the optimum use of programming 
resources in certain situations. In the Asia-Pacific, a new issue relating 
to LTBI has arisen as a result of recent changes to WHO contact 
assessment guidance, including the statement that certain groups of 
household contacts (children under the age of 5 and HIV-positive 
individuals) can be treated with preventive therapy in the absence of 
an LTBI test. Some have questioned whether it is ethical to provide 
preventative therapy without a test, suggesting that it is unethical to 
subject those who would test negative to the hazards of treatment 
without receiving the commensurate benefit. However, we would say 
that, ethically, the most essential thing is to provide treatments to 
people who are at a high risk of contracting tuberculosis and thus 
stand to gain from it. These persons with household exposure who 
have important personal risk factors for development to active disease 
are at sufficient risk to justify therapy and, in fact, to oblige treatment 
even if a test for LTBI cannot be performed. While testing for LTBI 
is still vital for fine-tuning risk estimates and encouraging individual 
autonomy, the lack of test availability should not be used to excuse a 
failure to give a life-saving intervention for these at-risk populations. 
Furthermore, HIV-infected patients with negative LTBI tests have 
been shown to benefit from preventative medication to the same 
extent as those with positive testing in high-TB transmission settings.

Resettling  
With an estimated 59.3 million migrants in 2015, international 
migration is acknowledged as one of the key drivers of development 
in the Asia-Pacific region. Much of the focus on migration and the 
TB elimination objective has been on long-term movement, especially 
from high- to low-incidence areas [8].. This pattern of migration 
opens up crucial options for intervention and long-term health 
promotion, such as LTBI testing and treatment, and represents the 
shifting risk of TB exposure. Permanent relocation to low-incidence 
settings, on the other hand, accounts for a minor percentage of 
migration in the Asia-Pacific Region, with the vast majority of 
mobility taking place between high-incidence settings and typically on 
a temporary basis, notably for occupational reasons. 
Employers should not relocate employees to areas where they do not 
have enough access to free and timely healthcare. In principle, we 
believe that providing true universal healthcare services should 
ensure that all residents, regardless of immigration status, have 
complete access to care. Temporary migrants, on the other hand, may 
not have full access in many countries, and ethical employment of 
migrants should guarantee that persons are not at risk of substandard 
or delayed healthcare as a result of their location. Employers will be 
required to provide health insurance as part of employee contracts as 
a result of this ethical requirement. In our experience, even when 
such health care is available, it is frequently insufficient, leaving sick 

people potentially liable for significant payments. Existing 
arrangements also rarely reflect the burden of lost pay and family 
impact from a condition that may require months of treatment, and 
we believe that employers have an ethical obligation to guarantee that 
comprehensive care provisions are made available to overseas 
workers. While much of the focus in the TB elimination strategy is 
on the targets and strategies for reducing incidence, it is crucial to 
emphasise the equally important goal of eliminating TB's catastrophic 
costs. A wide range of healthcare and social support systems are in 
place across Asia-Pacific, with  [6,7] the private sector playing a 
significant role in many regions. Clearly, there is a need to guarantee 
that TB treatment, particularly LTBI therapy, is free and accessible. 
While this is an important baseline requirement—and one where 
many sections of the region still need extensive programmatic 
support—providing free TB treatment would not solve the problem of 
catastrophic costs. 
The most significant costs associated with tuberculosis are frequently 
lost opportunities for employment or other occupational activities, 
caring for family members, interrupted education, and other ways 
that serious and long-term health conditions like tuberculosis can 
impact individuals and families. As a result, a far larger, wholesale 
overhaul of welfare and social support systems is required, including 
universal healthcare to ensure that more than simply TB medications 
are available at affordable prices. Commitment to the TB elimination 
agenda means governments have an ethical commitment to work 
toward providing a comprehensive variety of personal and social 
support services to ensure that people with TB do not face 
catastrophic expenses. Because of the diverse structures for providing 
essential healthcare in Asia-Pacific countries, governments and TB 
programmes will need to collaborate with a wide range of 
stakeholders from both the public and private sectors, as well as a 
commitment to ensuring that catastrophic cost elimination takes 
precedence over other stakeholder interests. We would further 
emphasise the necessity of realising that TB expenditures are not 
dispersed fairly and may disproportionately affect persons and groups 
that are already vulnerable when assessing the financial effects of the 
disease across Asia-Pacific. Those who are marginalised because of 
their ethnicity, gender, sexuality, or the existence of other stigmatising 
circumstances fall into this category. In local contexts, such variables 
must be taken into account, and programmatic efforts should actively 
evaluate how such injustices might be prioritised and addressed. 

Labour for health 
Healthcare professionals are known to be at an elevated risk of TB 
infection and illness in a variety of contexts, including the Asia-Pacific 
Region. The TB elimination agenda necessitates the focused and 
persistent effort of healthcare professionals, and the danger of 
infection they confront as a result imposes significant ethical 
responsibility on the healthcare systems in which they work. First and 
foremost, these responsibilities include the responsibility to offer a 
safe workplace, which includes infection control policies and practises 
to reduce risk, as well as the supply of adequate and accessible 
personal protective equipment. It should also involve logical and 
nondiscriminatory LTBI diagnosis and treatment, with the goal of 
reducing the consequences of infection[9]. While we would argue 
that healthcare systems have these responsibilities, individual 
healthcare workers may believe that they have professional or 
altruistic commitments to continue working despite the hazards. An 
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examination of these responsibilities is beyond the scope of 
this paper, but we would like to point out that such 
responsibilities are not limitless, and healthcare workers may be 

justified in taking action (individually or collectively) to avoid risk 
if appropriate healthcare system obligations are not met[10]. The 
Asia-Pacific region is diverse and provides a number of obstacles in 
the fight against tuberculosis. While various epidemiological 
difficulties are widely acknowledged, we have noted here that there 
is also variance in ethical emphases, which should be considered 
as an important aspect of working toward TB elimination in the 
region. 
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